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1. ABSTRACT
We developed an approach to convert“adult stories” to“chil-
dren stories.” Specifically, we obtained 30 stories, 15 of
which were of each story type. Our Lexical Analyzer (LA)
made use of OpenNLP’s part-of-speech tagging utility. With
this, we developed a means to do clausal separation, allowing
our story to be more direct and explicit by generating more
simple sentences. We looked at a metric we called Adult-
Likelihood in order to determine which words are the most
technical and adult-like. Our aim was to target these words
and replace them with simpler, child-like words. Our sys-
tem implemented WordNet’s Synsets in order to find these
candidates, and the actual replacement words will be picked
based on their Adult-Likelihood value. We additionally in-
cluded OpenTextSummarizer into our project, to allow the
user to optionally trim out sentences that have rarely occur-
ring words. Regardless of that added feature, we then eval-
uate our performance by measuring “Sentence-Complexity”
in various ways. Lastly, we developed a neural network that
classifies stories as being of type adult or children, based on
key features that we identified.

2. MOTIVATION
Initially, we thought it would be interesting to be able to
correctly identify the people groups to which the author of
texts belong. For example, maybe online message boards are
filled with different types of language and grammars based
on the communities that they concern. If such trends of
language are strongly prevalent, then it would be interesting
to be able to not only idenfity the authoring group, but to
convert the language to that of a different group. This, along
with Professor Dyer’s advice, gave us the idea of focusing
on adult and child groups. We were motivated by the great
example of being able to convert millions of adult stories
to a simplified version for children. Many great adult texts
may contain subject matter that is not too complex for a
young mind to comprehend, but the language could be the
delimiting factor. Another motivation was the thought that
this could be useful for foreign speakers who are new to

English.

3. APPROACH
3.1 Input/Output
Ideally, we wished to have a collection of stories that have
both an adult and children’s version. This would allow us
to compare our translated version to the children’s version,
in attempt to see how well we performed. We could mea-
sure the stories’ characteristics such as document length,
word choices, and word difficulty are the same. However,
we were unable to find such a repository of dual-audience
stories. Nevertheless, we found The Gutenberg Project [4]
which contains over 100,000 titles, 25,000 of which are free
online. Even better, the stories are well-categorized into cat-
egories including “juvenile.” We chose this our data corpus
and downloaded over 7,000 stories, most of which were adult
stories. Yet, the downside is that each story contained mis-
cellaneous header and footer data that described the story,
authors, contributors, and rights by The Gutenberg Project.
Often this preface and appendix data would consume hun-
dreds of lines of text, which is a significant amount for chil-
dren’s stories. This problematic area will be discussed fur-
ther later, but for now, let it suffice to say that we manually
cleaned 30 stories for our usage. Of these, 15 were adult
stories and 15 were children’s. These perfectly clean
stories served as our input. Our output would be
the translated text that should resemble children’s
text. Specifically, instead of translating entire sto-
ries, we focused on translating just select paragraphs
that were deemed to be particularly adult-like.

3.2 Architecture
Each element discussed here will be further explained in Sec-
tion 5. Basically, our input is 30 stories from The Guten-
berg Project. We created a neural network that attempts
to classify stories as being for adult or children. This neural
network is entirely independent and disjoint from our pri-
mary translation system, and is fully explained in Section
4.

Our WordFrequencyAnalyzer (WFA) (described in 5.2) looks
at the frequency of each word with respect to the genre of
stories it appears in. This tells us which words are more
of the “adult” words. Our LexicalAnalyzer (described in
5.1) makes use of OpenNLP [2] for part-of-speech tagging.
We use this tagging for our CausalSeparation, which cre-
ates more direct, simple sentences. After this expansion, we
attempt to replace/“dumb-down” the chunk of words that



Figure 1: Design of System

appear to be most in need of it. We then describe this syn-
onym replacement in section 5.3. The basic architecture of
our system can be seen in Figure 1.

4. NEURAL NET CLASSIFIER
We remind the reader that the classifier played no role in the
actual translation system. Rather, it was developed for the
sake of (1) determining if certain characteristics of stories
have a distinct difference for children versus adult stories.
If so, it would be useful to focus on these characteristics
for our translation process; (2) and, if our classifier does
perform well, then it could serve as a great, objective metric
for determining if our translated stories did become child-
like; (3) simply allowing us to divide our project into nice,
smaller goals.

First, we built the artificial neural network based on the
algorithm described in [9]. We must determine what at-
tributes will comprise our input layer. We made the assump-
tion that adult stories are generally longer than children sto-
ries in all aspects. For example, the stories are usually the
longer and the words are usually bigger. We also added the
characteristics of sentence length, for we felt that adult sto-
ries usually have more complex and long stories. Last, we
thought that the % of unique words with respect to a given
story’s total # of words would be lower in adult stories.
Our premise here is that children stories may often have a
smaller vocabulary within a story and may merely repeat
many of the same words. This last characteristic turned out
to not be too great, and surprisingly, the two genres have
almost identical %’s of uniqueness for every story. (I found
this rather phenomenal and it attracted me to want to study
language more.) To summarize, our neural net’s input layer
had (4) characteristics:

1. average # of characters per word

2. average # of words per sentence

3. total # of sentences

4. total # of unique words

Table 1: Classification Results
cps wps sps uniqueness prediction accuracy

4.48 11.21 7836 11761 adult correct
4.12 14.71 268 1014 children correct
4.15 14.40 3347 6683 children correct
4.50 13.78 1413 4264 adult incorrect
4.34 14.15 2553 3347 adult correct
4.57 21.82 4160 11722 adult correct
4.23 21.79 7040 10619 adult correct

Yet, the implementation became tricky because generally
neural nets are described for discrete attributes. However,
clearly our attributes above do not belong to discretized
classes. Basically, for each given attribute, we sort it based
on its values. Ideally, we would have a disparate, clear
boundary point whereby all instances below a certain thresh-
old belong to a certain class, and everything above it be-
long to a different class. Yet, this was sadly never the
case. So, we read Fayyad’s paper [6] to learn how to dis-
cretize continuous-valued attributes that have multiple pos-
sible boundary points. We basically calculated class entropy

for each possibly candidate subset S:

Ent(S) = −

k
X

i=1

P (Ci, S)log(P (Ci, S)) (1)

Our results for trying to classify 7 new stories are listed in
Table 1. The results appear good, but based on the variance
in the attributes, we do not feel that it would be ideal for
measuring our resulting translating stories. Not only do the
training stories vary much per attribute, but the children
stories are often from the 1950s or earlier and include lan-
guage that is rather adult-like. So, with all of these mixes,
it’s doubtful that our classifier can do well–as seen on later
testing cases.

5. THE SYSTEM
5.1 Lexical Analyzer
In our previous efforts, our Lexical Analyzer (LA) made use
of a hand-made dictionary, from which it performed part-
of-speech tagging. This knowledge allowed the LA to do
much of its work. However, our 30 stories contain 37,000
unique words. Thus, we turned to The OpenNLP Project
[2] for its parts-of-speech (POS) labelling. So, our system
obtains the appropriate POS labelling for the words and
worked with their effective tag [3]. Note, though, that it’s
not context-sensitive, so sense-ambiguity can often occur.
For example, the word “cold” is always labelled as an adj,
despite its possible usage as a noun. This later becomes an
issue for us during the synonym replacement phase.

With all of the words labelled, we are able to identify the
type of grammatical clauses. For example, we can properly
identify dependent and independent clauses based on their
containment of subjects and verbs. One of our main efforts
was clausal separation. We assert that dependent clauses
contain an implicit independent clause. For example:

When Bob called Mary, she became ecstatic to hear

his voice



has an implicit independent clause:

Bob called Mary. She became ecstatic to hear his

voice

Yet, we noticed that this does not hold for present-tense or
present-tense continuous verbs. For example:

Whenever it rains outside, people become more socia-

ble

would become

It rains outside. People become more sociable

Clearly, this separation loses its causality and should be per-
formed. Thus, we only do clausal separation on dependent
clauses (specifically, phrases that start with a subordinating
conjunction) that are not in present-tense.

Additionally, we originally attempted to resolve pronouns
with the corresponding antecedents. However, not only was
it difficult for us to accurately find the right antecedent, but
sometimes even having the correct one made for an awkward,
verbose sentence. For example:

Bob washed his car

should not be replaced with

Bob washed Bob’s car

Last, OpenNLP’s tagging was not only limiting in the previ-
ously mentioned areas, but it completely labelled coordinat-
ing conjunctions wrong in most causes. Since we highly rely
on the correct classification of these, we completely over-
wrote their functionality in this case and used our own ap-
proach to classify coordinating conjunctions. Basically, if
one of the seven coordinating conjunctions is found after
a comma and separates two independent clauses, then we
classify it.

5.2 Word Frequency Analyzer
In order to perform synonym replacement, and to aid in
creating a metric for evaluation, we wanted to perform word
frequency analysis on our corpus. By comparing the fre-
quency of a word within child stories to the frequency of
the word within adult stories, a rating on how ”adult-like” a
word is can be determined. With the rating of how adult-like
a word is we can determine if a word should be replaced by
a synonym with a lower adult-like rating. The ratings can
also be used to measure how “adult” a sentence or passage
of text is. Using the ability to rate an entire sentence or
passage, we can then measure the change from the original
passage to the translated passage. The change in adult-like
rating is an important, objective evaluation of our results.

Our initial approach to generating ratings was to scan over
the 30 story corpus (15 children and 15 adult) and for each
word (sans stop-list words) maintain a count of the number
of times it appeared in child stories and the number of times
it appeared in adult stories. Once the word frequency data
was acquired, we tried isolating words that were the most

Figure 2: Occurrences within Children Stories

likely to be used in adult stories. The word frequency data
followed a Zipf power law distribution. Specifically, a few
words dominated the distribution and most words had a
very low number of total occurrences.

We attempted to identify the most ”adult-like” words us-
ing a 2-pass threshold to find words that were used rarely
in children stories but often in adults’. So, we wished to
find the appropriate point within this power-law distribu-
tion whereby all words whose scores are above this point are
very likely to be adult, and below this point are childrens’.
We attempted to implement the L-Method by Philip Chan
and Stan Salvador [11], but eventually deemed it rather fu-
tile because such a high threshold would do us litte good–for
we would then only have very few adult words that are candi-
dates for replacement. Yet, with the word frequency sorted
by children occurrences (Figure 2), we experimented with
taking the lower tail and putting those words into a sepa-
rate set of low-occurring child words. The second threshold
was to find words that occurred very often in adult stories.
We took the set of low-occurring child words and sorted by
adult frequency. The sorting resulted in yet another power-
law distribution (Figure 3) from which we selected the dom-
inating portion. After the selection operation, we had a set
of words that occurred rarely in children text but often in
adult text; however, we still did not have a rating on whether
a word was more adult-like than another word.

In order to generate an actual rating of how adult-like a
word is we created an Adult-Likelihood (AL) rating (see eq.
2). The AL for a word is calculated by the division of the
adult occurrence of that word by the child occurrence of
the word. For words that appeared zero times in children’s
stories we pad the equation with 0.001 in order to avoid
division by zero, and to maintain the property that a word
that appears frequently in adult text compared to child text
will have a high AL.

#ofoccurrenceswithinadultstories + .001

#ofoccurrenceswithinchildrenstories + .001
(2)



Figure 3: Second pass of Adult-likelihood
.

The AL rating for words also allows us to rate a passage of
text. By doing a sum of the AL rating of the words in a
paragraph and dividing by the number of words, we get an
average AL for the passage.

5.3 Synonym Replacement
With the AL rating we had a rating for all words in our
corpus. In order to do synonym replacement/substitution
we used WordNet to look up synsets. Our approach was
to retrieve the synset of a word and select the word in the
synset with the lowest AL. The replacement approach would
then attempt to minimize the AL of each individual word
and thus minimize the AL of an entire sentence or passage.

In order to test our translator we utilized a sliding window
that would track the AL of the sentences contained in the
window. By finding the passage with the maximal AL we
could identify the most ”adult-like” passage which we could
try translating. We initially used a window of 100 lines
and found that this approach found passages where most of
the words did not have actual synonyms even though they
had very high AL scores. To deal with the problem, we
changed the scoring function to sum scores for words that
had synonyms. The sliding window approach was used to
quickly identify test passages to try our translator on.

6. RESULTS
ISSUES

Our first results (i.e. the group of words that had the highest
adult-likelihood score) from the sliding window were from
the translation of a book on flowers and bushes. On visual
inspection, we found the results to be unsatisfactory, for the
passages contained many technical terms that did not lend
well to translation. The fact that we had technical books
laden with latin terms that did not have any synonyms is
an issue with our starting corpus. Much of the data was
selected at random from the Gutenberg project. Although
our focus was to translate stories, technical documents, and
encyclopedias were also a part of our corpus, which may have
skewed results. After tweaking our approach to focus more

on passages that we could actually find synonyms for, there
were good examples and also bad examples of translations.

Example of system working well:

The poor fellow had missed his way--read the street signs ill

through his spectacles

was translated to

The hapless dude had missed his way--read

the street signs poorly through his specs

In the above example certain words are translated to less
adult-like words quite well. The resulting text does seem
like it would be easier to understand. An interesting thing
to note is that our children’s stories used ’hapless’ while
none of the sample adult stories did, allowing for hapless to
replace ’poor.’ The substitutation for ’poor’ does not seem
appropriate to text simplification and may be a result of a
small corpus of text used for training and AL determination.
With a larger body of text to generate AL ratings the ratings
may more accurately represent whether a word is indeed an
adult word or not.

Hardly had the anchor reached the bottom , before they were

surrounded by canoes , whose occupants were anxious to sell

supplies of fruits , raw and cooked fish , and a pig they had

became

Hardly had the backbone reached the fanny , before they were

surrounded by canoes , whose occupants were uneasy to sell the

supplies of fruits , sore and and cooked fish , and a sloven

brought.

This example shows a poor translation that our progam pro-
duces. Many words that are replaced do not have the proper
word sense, and so the replacement destroys the semantic
integrity of the sentence. Sense disambiguation is an impor-
tant part of preserving the semantics of a sentence. At the
moment we do not have any form of sense disambiguation.
When we attempt to find a synonym for a word we search
through all senses of that word and find the synset memebr
with the lowest AL. The approach we have taken is very lim-
ited. A definite improvement would come from adding word
sense disambiguation. Using disambiguation the translator
could pick the correct synset to find appropriate substituion
candidates.

With the above criticisms, we also found that an objective
metric of results is very hard. Although we have the AL
rating for different passages, and can see the drop in AL
rating after translation, the result does not have anything
to reference to. Therefore a percentage change has no real
meaning. A solution to this problem would be to normalize
the AL ratings.



Measuring the semantic quality of a translation is a very
hard problem. Our method uses a purely statistical ap-
proach to translation with no semantic represntation. The
statistical approach is limited as our program cannot ensure
semantic quality as it translates.

A possible approach to rating the quality of translation would
be to have aligned text. Aligned text means we already have
a body of data that has the adult text and a professionally
translated child text that corresponds to the same adult text.
An approach with aligned text would then give a point of
reference to compare our translations to using various met-
rics such as the Bleu or Rouge metric.

7. RELATED WORK
Ultimately, we wished to have had enough time and prior
work experience to implement a full-fledged system that per-
forms summarization via semantics, not just via statistics
or syntax. Moreover, we were attracted to the more de-
tailed, comprehensive approaches that include indentifying
the text’s topic, intepreting the meaning, and generating
new sentences based on it [7]. This intuitive idea attracted
us from the beginning, but due to time constraints, and
learning in class about how hard text generation can be,
we decided to take the more shallow syntatical approach.
We were still optimistic though, for we read that even some
very basic, naive approaches [1] were able to conduct text
summarization with significant results by merely eliminating
sentences with words that occur infrequently. Their motiva-
tion was that if a word is mentioned a lot, it’s likely to be
the theme or topic of the text. Yet, this approach did not
do any new generation at all; rather, it merely eliminated
select sentences.

We mentioned that one of our main weaknesses was that
OpenNLP’s system did not have a way to disambiguate be-
tween different word sense. We read the Word Sense Disam-
biguation chapter of our textbook [8], and considered trying
to implement one of the unsupervised methods. However,
having other issues to worry about and time swayed us not
to.

We were interested in the seeming evaluation metric stan-
dard that is used: ROUGE and BLEU [5][10] (although
BLEU is more for Machine Translation). Yet, we did not
have some other standard document to use as our baseline.
Ultimately, we instead just used our own Adult-Likelihood
metric to determine how much improvement we gained by
translating to our child-like words. Our work is publicly
viewable at http://cs.ucla.edu/ ctanner/cs263a/

8. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this project was to translate adult level text and
words to easier understand text. Our corpus consisted of
adult text and children text. Using word frequency analy-
sis, we created the Adult-Likelihood metric (AL). By using
clausal separation and synonym replacement, we were able
minimize the AL of a passage. Many problems are left to
address regarding translation that are inherent to the field
of natural language processing. In our project we have tried
different approaches to tackling translation and there are
many more approaches to try. As for future, we are most
eager to implement word sense disambiguation, to garner

some semantical meaning of the sentences, and to work with
a cleaner and larger corpus of text to train our translator.
This project was very enjoyable, and it definitely further
showed us the challenges and broadness of NLP.
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